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Hello
&

Welcome
I am delighted to introduce the first edition of Central RSA Academies Trust 
News: DesignEd 

As a Trust the level of collaboration between the teams in our schools is 
really developing; we are currently establishing our co-design teams to 
create and share practice so that the young people in our schools get the 
best possible experience.  This edition outlines some of the areas of focus 
that we currently have across the schools in our multi-academy trust.

The Trust is six years old in August, and we have been consulting for the last 
year on our vision and strategic plans for the next stage in our journey.  Staff and 
students, as well as other stakeholders, have contributed to our consultation, and 
the plan will be finalised early in the Summer Term.  The strategic plan will be 
launched at a Trust-wide conference on September 4th. 

Our vision is to achieve social justice through exceptional schools.  We know that 
by support, collaboration and development across our schools, we will be in the 
best possible position deliver our vision. 

We have five great schools, with approximately five hundred staff, all working to 
be the best that they can be, in order for our pupils to be able to be the best that 
they can be. 

I hope you enjoy reading this first edition, which will be issued termly from now 
on. Thank you to all those who have contributed the excellent articles.

Guy Shears

Executive Principal  (CEO) 



The Central Team 
Guy Shears  |  Executive Principal (CEO)
Di Smith  |  Trust Primary Lead
Paul Harvey  |  Chief Finance Officer
Jane Dominese  |  Head of Corporate Services
Sam McMonagle  |  School Improvement Lead
Fiona Thompson  |  Host & Executive Assistant

Contact 
B.06 Assay Studios
141 - 143 Newhall Street
Birmingham B3 1SF 
0121 270 3117
@centralrsaacademies
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TEACHING FOR 
FREEDOM

Julian Astle is the RSA’s Director of Creative 
Learning and Development, who over the last few 
months has carried out research in schools which 

has culminated in the publication of a new RSA essay 
The Ideal School Exhibition.

In summary, Julian argues that with liberal democracy 
under threat, schools need to take brave decisions 
about what they teach children.   When Islamists 
and far-right extremists are willing a violent clash of 
civilisations, young people will need to know how 
to resist their provocations without shrinking away 
from the battle of ideas.   They will have to weigh the 
cost of joining or turning away from an increasingly 
shrill and polarised public debate dominated by 
the deliberately offensive and the easily offended.  
Astle argues that the classes of 2018 will need to 
learn that all of this will be easier to achieve if we 
can rediscover our civility, generosity, humility and 
humour.   This provides a challenge for all of society 
but particularly for our schools which are charged 
with passing on society’s norms, customs, culture 
and values.  When freedom is the goal, education is 
the solution.   Throughout the essay he poses the 
question ‘What kind of education will prepare them, 
not to just write a good exam but to live a good life?’  
The Ideal School Exhibition is a study conducted 
with schools from across the country on the debate 
of what schools should teach (curriculum) and how 
they should teach it (pedagogy) and how they can 

find out if they are succeeding (assessment).   One 
headteacher in the study states that ‘The best 
defence against extremism and illiberal democracy is 
an education that teaches reflection, critical thinking 
and questioning’.   Another argues that ‘without 
knowledge, critical thinking is redundant.   Without 
some knowledge and some acceptance of facts we 
are just people with different opinions shouting at 
each other’.  

As Julian Astle concludes, this is the educational 
conversation the leaders of mission-oriented schools 
are engaged in.   That is the conversation the RSA 
intends to host and contribute to in the coming 
years.

For the full essay read The Ideal School Exhibition at 
www.thersa.org/idealschool

Julian Astle’s recent article in the RSA Journal (Issue 3) and The Ideal School Exhibition 
report were published last year - hear what we took from them and how we can 

incorporate this ideology into our every day approaches. 

Written By Sam McMonagle 
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We are currently establishing our co-design 
teams across the Trust, having piloted 
this way of working in a small number of 

subjects previously.  These build on the subject groups 
set up and developed by RSA Academies following the 
RSAA conference at Whittley Academy in 2013.  One 
of the great benefits of being in the Trust is for teams of 
professionals to come together, share expertise, innovate 
and support each other so that we can be the very best 
we can be in working with our young people.  Our co-
design approach is set to enable all of our teams in all of 
our schools to develop exceptional professionals at all 
career stages, standardising proven approaches where 
appropriate.  Co-design teams will feature heavily in 
future editions, outlining the development work they are 
carrying out in support staff and teaching teams.   A full 
programme will be established through the summer, and 
calendared through the next academic year.

Key Stage 3 Strategy Co-Design Team met for the first 
time on 21st March.   The group is represented by leaders 
from all schools in the Trust and will focus on ensuing a 
seamless curriculum from Year 7 to Year 11; a curriculum 
which builds on KS2 and prepares for KS4 by ensuring a 
consistent vision of KS3 across the Trust.   This will enable 
each school to shape and deliver its curriculum to match 
the needs of its own pupils and context.  Ensuring a 
standardised assessment methodology will also enable a 
clear flightpath from Year 7 to  Year 11.   The next meeting 
is 23rd April, 12:45-3:45 at Ipsley.

Members of this group:

• Chair : Sam McMonagle (Trust School Improvement 
Leader)

• Nic Beech (Ipsley CE RSA Academy, Principal)

• Andy Fisher (Church Hill Middle School RSA 
Academy, Head of School)

• Scott Crane (RSA Academy Arrow Vale, Vice 
Principal)

• Michaela Yeomans (RSA Academy Arrow Vale, 
Assistant Director of Learning and Standards for 
English)

• Gemma Alldritt (RSA Academy Tipton, Assistant Vice 
Principal)

• Helen Tanner (RSA Academy Tipton, Vice Principal)

CO-DESIGN
The CRSAAT School Improvement Approach

A new way of thinking and sharing

Written by Sam McMonagle

“Find a group of people who challenge and inspire 
you, spend a lot of time with them, and it will change 
your life.”

Amy Poehler, founder of Amy Poehler's Smart Girls, an organisation 
dedicated to helping young people cultivate their authentic selves.
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The Maths Co-Design team also met on 22nd March.  
Maths leads and senior leads across the Trust discussed 
a coherent approach/vision of maths including clarity of 
assessment methodology.  

• Di Smith- Executive Principal Abbey Wood First and 
Church Hill Middle School and Trust Primary Strategic 
Lead (Chair)

• Sam McMonagle (Trust School Improvement Leader)

• Gemma Alldritt (RSA Academy Tipton, Assistant 
Principal)

• Kiran Gill (RSA Academy Tipton, Second i/c maths)

• David Dathan (Abbey Wood First/Church Hill Middle, 
Vice Principal)

• Beth Harris (Church Hill Middle RSA Academy, Maths 
lead)

• Angela Saul (Ipsley CE RSA Academy, Assistant Vice 
Principal)

• Abi James-Arnold (Ipsley CE RSA Academy, Maths co-
ordinator).

• Tom Preston – (Arrow Vale RSA Academy, Director 
Maths)

Next meeting for maths co-design team 12:30-3:30 pm 
Ipsley Middle School Ipsley CE RSA Academy

Venues will change, utilising the Assay and our schools.

A range of co-design teams will be established in the 
Summer Term.  A full programme of subject and issue-based 
co-design teams will be scheduled for 2018/19 to enable 
collaborative school improvement.

9
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Left & Right images RSA Academy Tipton Pupil, Photo Credit Josh Bissell

The Trust will be holding a conference on the 4th of September for all staff. This will be a great opportunity to launch the new 
Strategic Plan, with refreshed  Vision and Strategic Objectives for the Trust.  It will be the first time  since the Trust expanded where 
we have had the opportunity to get all staff together, to collaborate  and share ideas. Look out for information coming out soon. 

LET’S GET
  TOGETHER
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“Human resources are like natural 
resources; they’re often buried 
deep. You have to go looking for 
them, they’re not just lying around 
on the surface. You have to create 
the circumstances where they 
show themselves.”

Ken Robinson



TRUST SENIOR LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
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Senior Leadership Teams across the Trust met for their annual leadership conference from 4pm-7pm on Wednesday 7th 
March at Central Assay Studio Base.  Eric Griffiths, Chair of the Trust welcomed all and the leadership teams worked 
together on the future strategic plan and vision for the Trust with CEO Guy Shears. Deena Frost (Head of School Abbey 

Wood) and Di Smith (Executive Headtecher and Trust Primary Lead) shared a fabulous video clip of Year 2 pupils developing their 
discussion skills through the vehicle of Philosophy for Children (P4C) which can be accessed throughout Abbeywood website 
(www.abbeywood.worcs.sch.uk).  Debra Kidd author of ‘Uncharted Territories – Adventures in Learning’ then delivered the key 
note speach, a highly engaging slot on ‘Oracy’- one of the key CRSAAT 6 attributes.  Debra’s pedagogical approaches are rooted 
in classroom practice.  She is a current practitioner and teaches across Primary and Secondary sectors, working on projects within 
schools and in the classroom. 
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Debra Kid Speaking at the conference, photo credit: Jane Dominese

Debra’s uplifting and thoughtful presentation 
was on the importance and complexity of 
Oracy.  The focus was on curriculum models 

which place talk at the heart and referred to bodies 
of research which have differing aspects but all value 
high quality talk (EEF 2017 on Dialogic Talk Improving 
Outcomes; Reswick and Michael 2007/17 - Child to 
Child talk and Massachusetts Institute Technology 
research showing the importance of the reciprocal turn 
taking nature of talk rather than simply the belief that 
it is the exposure to a number of words which makes 
the difference).  Debra talked about tiered vocabulary 
(Doug Lemov) and the importance of immersing 
children in language including using role play; arguing 
that when children go into the status of a character 
and use ‘I’ it heightens vocabulary, enables them to 
emotionally connect and they can increase formality as 
they play out the ‘role’. 

 

A central message throughout the talk was that 
Oracy gives children a chance of happiness.  Oracy 
can improve confidence – there is a language of 
opportunity- but talk is also a basic human need and 
the role of talk in our classrooms is vitally important.  
At the heart of the talk was whether we are creating a 
curriculum for the best interest of the child- with awe 
and wonder- where pedagogical approaches are rooted 
in research and the child is being asked to consider 
big questions.  Oracy is a one of the key CRSAATs 
attributes and plans to form a co-design team across 
the Trust to explore ways to pull together work on 
Oracy will be the next step.

Link to www.debra-kidd.com and link to her book 
‘Uncharted Territories- adventures in learning’.

Other books mentioned on the Leadership 
conference and brilliant reads are:

 ‘Making Every Lesson Count (secondary) and 
‘Making Every Primary Lesson Count’.  

13
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SPOTLIGHT: 
MENTAL HEALTH 

This term we started a project on Mental Health 
across our Academies.  Schools have a frontline role 
in protecting mental health and well-being.  As part 

of promoting children and young people’s emotional health 
and wellbeing, the recent RSA project looks at strengthening 
mental health training and CPD within school. The importance 
of a clear and agreed ethos and culture that accords value 
and respect to all is recognised.  That clearly sets out that 
‘mental health and well-being is everyone’s business’.  The 
project aims to encourage school wide commitment and 
integration across all school practice.  The training centres 
on embedding a culture and environment that is conducive 
with the mentally health approach.  In a 21st century world, 
where there are increased numbers of children and young 
people diagnosed with a mental health disorder, the project 
recognises the importance of improving staff knowledge 
about, and confidence in, talking about mental health and 
wellbeing.  All staff (teaching and non-teaching) within school 
have received a number of training sessions, focused on 
improving confidence, to better equip them when supporting 
our young people.

This RSA Academies Mental Health Programme Research 
Project will also create a picture about young people’s mental 
health support, through reported surveys.  The organisation 
responsible for the handling of the information collected for 
this research is the Big Lottery Fund (The Fund). The Fund is 
working with the Evidence Based Practice Unit (part of the 
Anna Freud National Centre for Children and Families), in 
collaboration with the University of Manchester, to collect and 
process the data from this project on their behalf. 

https://www.annafreud.org/
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Alison Critchley Chief Executive, RSA Academies has 
written several articles on the project which can be 
found at www.thersa.org/discover.  Mental health 

training, educational failure and mental health, and Mental 
health in schools, in the latter Alsion explores how the current 
Government has announced efforts to "transform the way we 
deal with mental health problems right across society”, with 
“an emphasis on early intervention for children and young 
people” 

The Health Committee enquiry into Children and Adolescent 
Mental Health Services (CAMHS) has shown that;

One in ten children aged between 5 and 16 years has a 
mental disorder.

About half of these (5.8%) have a conduct disorder, 3.7% an 
emotional disorder (anxiety, depression), 1-2% have severe 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and 1% 
have neurodevelopmental disorders.

The rates of disorder rise steeply in middle to late 
adolescence and the profile of disorder changes with 
increasing presentation of the types of mental illness seen in 
adults.

As part of this study, each school in the Trust have completed 
Pupil Well-being reports which detailed how our pupils feel 
about themselves in school and in the community.  This adds 
powerful intelligence for our school leaders to  utilise, adding 
to the  bank of knowledge we have about our pupils.  Each 
school routinely surveys pupils to establish their attitudes 
to school and to themselves (PASS surveys/Thrive).  Our 
pastoral leaders then  plan interventions to support students 
with, for instance, low self-esteem.  These programmes  have 
proven to have high positive impact. Most importantly, the 
work can bring to light developing mental health issues 
that would not have otherwise been identified, and early 
intervention work can begin to support the pupil in such 
instances.
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INTRODUCING THE 
ASSAY STUDIOS

I   joined the Central Trust team in September and my first task 
was to design the internal space, not only to mirror the 'feel' 
of the  RSA House in London but to be practical for our 

needs and on a tight budget! The office was secured in August 
2017, and work began on adding the internal glass office space. 
Furniture was purchased from Esty,  Amazon and of course the 
wonderful IKEA!  

The space needed to be flexible, able to hold large events, 
either seated at tables or an open space for more active 
workshops.  I chose handmade tables that fit the industrial 
style but also easily come apart for storage or link together in 
different configurations. 

Like the RSA House we not only host booked events for 
internal staff and our sponsors the RSA we are a communal 
space for any Trust staff that need an adhoc office away from 
the distractions in a school setting. 

The RSA Academies Teaching School Alliance have hosted many 
of the RQT's and NQT's workshops here. It’s great to see the 
speakers ‘get creative’ in the space. RSA Academies have also 
hosted many events here; Governors’ meetings, workshops and 
RSA Fellows events. What has been great to see is staff coming 
together from all over the Trust, as well as the other RSA 
Academies, sharing best practise and developing ideas for group 
projects.

The Assay Studios also offers ad-hoc meeting spaces and two 
boardroom style rooms that have also come in handy.  While 
the building is old and has it's quirks its proved to be an 
impressive and creative space.

When the Central Trust team are not out visiting schools they can be found in the 
Trusts’ Base, the Assay Studios. This is how and why the space was set up.

Written by Fiona Thompson
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If you have a meeting, network or training event that could 

benefit from being out of the busy school setting, and think 

the Assay Studios might enhance it’s impact, please feel free to 

contact me (fthompson@centralrsaacademies.co.uk).  The base 

is designed as a resource for all of our staff across the Trust to 

make best use of. 
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ATTRIBUTES IN 
ACTION

"You should never view your challenges as a 
disadvantage. Instead, it's important for you to 
understand that your experience facing and overcoming 
adversity is actually one of your biggest advantages."

Michelle Obama

Our Trust aims to focus on developing six key attributes in 
our young people, to ensure high achievement at school, and 
successful, full and happy lives. 

Character
Developing strong values, resilience and confidence so that 
pupils can lead full, active and successful lives which support 

their communities and the wider world.

Creativity
Providing opportunities for creative learning, thinking and 

problem-solving helps pupils to find solutions for themselves 
and the world they live in.

Well-being
Supporting pupils’ social, emotional, mental and physical health 

and wellbeing so that they can manage life’s challenges.

Oracy
Working with pupils to develop their talking and presentation 

skills so that they are confident, articulate communicators.

Soft (employability) Skills
Helping pupil develop the personal (soft) skills needed for 

future success are integral to learning.

Expertise
Ensuring pupils have the best opportunities to excel, 

developing subject specific and technical skills, be it in science, 
design or sport.

19
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LAUNCH OF NEW 
PROJECT 
RSA Academy Arrow Vale have been proud to participate and 
host the launch of a new project in conjunction with Mental 
Health Awareness week.

OLYMPIC 
GOLD! 
The Academy is proud of Kobi and his fantastic 
achievement! 

Kobi took part in the Para Youth Olympic 
Games that took place in Genoa, Italy, from 
9-15 October. Well done to Kobi and his team 
mates.

DISCOVERING 
LOCAL 
HISTORY
Church Hill Middle School RSA Academy Year 7 
Pupils visit the National Memorial Arboretum at 
Arewas.
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ROLLING WITH 
ROYCE
The RSA Academy is really proud of Tristan Purchase 
in Y13. He recently applied for an apprenticeship at 
Rolls-Royce, and after a rigorous process got to the final 
stage with a full assessment day. The day consisted of 
five aspects: Practical (following instructions), Technical, 
Motivational, Competency-Based, Group Interview.

Altogether, there were five candidates on the shortlist 
and after 2 days of waiting, the news finally came that he 
had been accepted!

Well done Tristan, we’re really proud of you, and we’ll be 
celebrating student achievements and destinations over 
the next few weeks with you so watch this space.

SONGCYCLE 
(A WORKING TITLE)

The RSA Academies schools are working together with 
composer, Michael Betteridge, and professional singer, 
Suzie Purkiss, for a Birmingham Contemporary Music 
Group project.

Michael has visited all seven of the RSA Academies and 
started working with pupils to create lyrics and ideas 
based around what the RSA means to people, and 
what is unique and special about being part of the RSA 
Academies.  This has not been just pupils, but also with 
staff, parents and families in our education community.

More details will come as the project develops - go to 
Twitter and individual Academy websites to follow along.

Ipsley RSA Academy Music Lesson, photo credit: IpsleyRSA Academy Tipton pupil Tristan, photo credit: Josh Bissell
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Following a successful pilot in Redditch last summer, 
RSA Academies is now planning for even more young 
people to have the opportunity to find out about life 

working in local businesses in 2018. The launch event for 
Opening Doors to Business 2018 will be held at the Palace 
Theatre, Redditch on Wednesday 24th January. If you are an 
employer or RSA Fellow working locally, we would love to 
see you there!

In June, a number of Redditch businesses ‘opened their doors’ 
to over a 100 students from local schools, including RSA 
schools Arrow Vale RSA Academy, Ipsley CE RSA Academy 
and Church Hill Middle School.  This exciting and important 
project was organised by an innovative partnership between 
the Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP, NWedR (North 
Worcestershire Economic Development and Regeneration) 
and RSA Academies.

For two weeks, students from our Redditch schools 
across Key Stage 3 (11-14 year olds) and 4 (14-16 year 
olds) had the opportunity to visit and gain experience 
and understanding of a variety of businesses: from Mettis 
Aerospace to Micro Springs & Presswork, from the Palace 
Theatre to Rockline to the local police.

Students had a range of experiences on their visits, including 
tours of the workplace, speed networking with members of 
staff, presentations on careers and the different kinds of roles 
within workplaces and hands-on activities, such as planning a 

police investigation or making a spring in the Micro Springs 
factory. Student feedback was enthusiastic and many felt that 
the visits helped them think about their future, such as what 
options to pick at GCSE.   As one student said:

“As a result of the visit, I’d probably go for the two main 
topics of maths and science, then also go for DT, art and 
woodwork. These would help me with designing as well as 
creating.”

The aim of the project was to replace traditional careers 
fairs with new, more impact intensive ways of ensuring that 
local school pupils had an increased awareness of local 
opportunities open to them.  It has been a very exciting 
opportunity to bring aspects of the RSA Academies 
‘Preparing for the World Beyond School’ Commitment to life, 
with workplace visits a key step towards students developing 
a wide range of skills and knowledge, so they can thrive in 
continuing education, the world of work and in society.

As Jenny Lewis, one of our teachers from Church Hill Middle 
School, commented:

“Workplace visits are so important for our students to see 
outside their four walls.  Often the’re very blinkered in their 
own environments so they can’t see what else is out there 
to help them make a decision for their future.  This ethos of 
students looking at themselves beyond education and into 
the world of work is underpinned throughout the Family of 
RSA Academies, as signalled by the World Beyond School 
Commitment that we’ve all signed up for.”

OPENING DOORS 
FOR BUSINESS

Following a successful pilot in Redditch last summer, RSA Academies is now planning for even more 
young people to have the opportunity to find out about life working in local businesses in 2018. 

Written By Roisin Ellison
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The next step will be a celebration event on 24th 
January, which will be an opportunity to share the 
Opening Doors programme with a wider audience, 

and also to launch the programme for 2018, where the aim 
will be to involve more schools, more students from across 
Key Stages and more businesses.  Almost all of these visits 
have been captured on film, including interviews with pupils 
and business leaders, and will be premiered at the launch.  
Through the event, we intend to show how the Opening 
Doors Project is a very scalable and sustainable model, with 
longer-term plans to expand to Coventry, Birmingham and the 
Black Country.

If your business is in one of these areas and you are interested 
in attending, or if you would like to discuss other ways of 
helping pupils at schools in the RSA Family of Academies 
explore the world of work, please contact either contact 
Arvind Batra or Andy Bywater.

RSA Academies would like to thank all the businesses that 
both offered and hosted a visit as part of Opening Doors and 
would particularly like to thank Andy Bywater, RSA Fellow 
and NWedR’s officer for Strategic Skills Development in 

North Worcestershire, and Arvind Batra, our cross-Family KS3 
Careers Coordinator, for all the work they put in to make this 
project such a success.

Arvind Batra at Opening Doors for Business Talk, photo credit: RSA Adacemies
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WHAT IS THE RSA?
Most of you will be familiar with what the RSA is, but let's cover the basics in this first publication. 

In the words of the RSA, “The mission of the 
RSA (Royal Society for the encouragement 
of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce) is 

to enrich society through ideas and action.  
We believe that all human beings have 
creative capacities that, when understood and 
supported, can be mobilised to deliver a 21st 
century enlightenment.  Supported by our 
29,000 Fellows, we share powerful ideas, carry 
out cutting-edge research and build networks 
and opportunities for people to collaborate, 
helping to create fulfilling lives and a flourishing 
society.”

The RSA have three key themes: Public Services 
and Communities; Economy, Enterprise and 
Manufacturing; and Creating Learning and 
Development. Whilst our focus as a Trust is 
to contribute to the third of these, clearly we 
aim to have impact in all three of the ‘change 
aims’. "What kind of education will help bring 
about a 21st Century Enlightenment?" That’s the 
question that drives and shapes all the RSA’s 
education work.

Fellows of the RSA and other industry leaders 
have created concepts that have shaped our 
Vision and Mission Statement like The Power 
to Create: the ability to turn your ideas and 
aspirations into reality.

The rapid pace of change in society, politics 
and technology means that many more people 
around the world now have the desire, the 
tools and the resources to turn their ideas and 
aspirations into reality.

Our Power to Create approach aims to ensure 
that this creative power can be exercised 
by everyone, not just the few.  Through our 
Fellowship, research, practical innovation and 
campaigning, we are working to release the 
creativity of as many people as possible, in 
order to address the many challenges that 
we currently face - from low educational 
attainment, to social isolation, unemployment, 
and climate change.

We believe that the innovation that flows 
from this approach can establish a 21st 
Enlightenment, ensuring that ever more creative 
people are equipped for the creative times we 
live in.

The RSA embodies the same social justice and 
creative thinking.  It is our powerful link with the 
RSA through RSA  Academies that drives our 
vision and values.  It is through powerful action 
that we will fulfil our vision for our schools. 
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If you are interested in becoming an RSA Fellow and gain 
access to events, information and be part of a network 
of over 29000 people who share the values and ethos of 
the RSA then contact the RSA Academies Team for more 
information and discount in membership fees.  
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JOINED UP THINKING:
HR SOLUTIONS

As a  Trust we will be joining up and evolving how we work as a team of schools.  We aim to centralise systems 
where it is the best thing to do in terms of efficiency to achieve consistency in areas of risk.  We will standardise 
in other areas, whilst leaving the delivery local to each school.  Where we believe approaches are best left to local 
decision makers responding to the needs of the community they serve, which are in many areas, each school 
will make its own decision One area which is certainly best centralised in terms of systems is HR.  We will be 
implementing a new, Trust-wide Human Resources system called HCSS People.

As part of the the Trust's strategic plan, improving 
the way our support teams collaborate across 
the schools is key, and we are moving towards 

centralising our HR systems and procedures.

HCSS is a software package currently used in the finance 
department for budgeting. After consulting with other 
companies, the decision to move to HCSS People, a 
strong HR package, was taken..

The software will allow the user to input their our 
personal information, create team work spaces to share 
information, process items such as mileage claims and 
holiday requests and much more.

The system has been built specifically for the education 
industry and Multi-Academy Trusts.

Preparations have already started with data collection. 
Clare Smith, HR Manager at RSA Academy, Tipton will roll 
out the new system at Tipton in the spring Term and the 
remaning Trust schools ready for the new academic year.

If you have any questions please contact Clare Smith.
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Written by Matthew Purslow, 
Director of RSA Academies’ Teaching School Alliance

On 10 February, in the Central Trust offices 
in Birmingham, the RSAA Teaching School 
Alliance held a conference for nearly fifty 

newly and recently qualified teachers across the 
RSA Family and beyond, providing delegates with an 
opportunity for career development, reflection and 
practical resources for the classroom.  Themes were 
wide-ranging, from behaviour management to working 
with others to women in education, and two highly 
respected educationalists - Dr Debra Kid and Sue 
Cowley - gave keynotes described as 'inspirational' and 
reflecting 'a fantastic wealth of knowledge' by attendees.

Other speakers included:

Kyle Bailey, a Fellow on the Masters in Expert Teaching 
Programme with the Institute for Teaching, whose 
workshop was on developing effectiveness in individuals 
and teams.

Sarah Bates NLE, a member of the Education Team with 
Coventry Diocesan MAT, who provided a workshop on 
inspiring the next generation.

Elena Kkama, a Vice Principal at RSA Academy Arrow 
Vale and a respected mentor and facilitator of coaching 
and CPD, who talked about the 'WomenEd' movement, 

which connects existing and aspiring women leaders

Delegates rated almost all aspects of the day as good or 
excellent, with many feeding back it was both 'purposeful 
and useful' and 'engaging and inspiring', with some 
commenting that the conference made them realise why 
they were in teaching and inspired them to carry on.

 

As an Alliance, we are acutely aware of the importance 
of excellent teachers, and supporting practice which 
helps provide the best possible outcomes for our 
learners.   As an ‘RSA’ family, it is our endeavour to 
nurture colleagues in these formative years of their 
teaching career, and to provide a supportive and 
encouraging environment which allows practitioners to 
learn from other colleagues, from their own practice and 
from the fantastic educational relationships they form 
with their learners. The RSAA TSA conference provided 
a further opportunity to extend our reputation beyond 
the family – in total, we welcomed 17 schools on the 
10th; it was inspiring to see so many colleagues together 
keen to enhance practice and to pursue their career 
stage development; I am proud to be involved with 
an alliance which continuously offers opportunities for 
reflection as well as practical tips for classroom practice.

Find out more about the RSA Academies’ Teaching 
School Alliance by visiting their website. http://www.
rsaacademiesteachingschool.org.uk/
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HISTORY IS MADE AND 
PRESERVED BY AND FOR 
PARTICULAR CLASSES 
OF PEOPLE. A CAMERA 
IN THE HANDS OF 
SOMEONE CAN PRESERVE 
AN ALTERNATIVE 
HISTORY.
David Wojnarowicz (1954-92), American activist and AIDS activist

Quote from the Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender & Identity Exhibition at the Birmingham 
Meseum Art Gallery on until the 15th April  2018
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